Looking at:
• Who local Public Health are (and how they have changed) –
how they differ from NHS, PHE etc. and how this impacts on
what they want
• Tips/useful sites etc.
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Key Points
• Public Health covers a wide range of topics that overlap with
other areas
• Local Public Health often has a narrower health focus – health
improvement/supporting primary care but wider social focus
– non traditional health topics – looking at the wider
system/determinants and how that impacts population health
which has even less coverage in traditional evidence sources!
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Who are LA Public Health in 2018?
Population:
• Mandated services such as child measurements/health
trainers (commissioner instead of provider)
• Not all background in health
• High staff turnover post 2013
• Public Health now covers/influences ‘more than health’ –
this is a good thing
• LA’s look local first & political – new staff reflect that.
Intervention
• ‘just what works’ – which approach meets criteria – what
do we understand?
• Non-health background reduces understanding of evidence
Comparison –
• Inwards/improving what is being done – not much
collaboration (though exceptions to this – look North East!)
Outcomes –
• Cost effective? Will it get through all the mechanisms? Is it
politically acceptable for the locale?
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Key Points
• Locally generated and relevant evidence tops High
Quality evidence.
• Making excellent evidence relevant to local need is a
must (but massively challenging!) – This is vital!
• It’s a complex, political system which heavily shapes
what and how PH operates (both for good and bad)
and what the needs of PH are…
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PICO
• PICO is not always relevant to PH searches.
• Whatever works best for you is best!
• Struggling? Break search into themes and see how they
combine.
• Useful Site - Pubvenn: https://pubvenn.appspot.com/

MESH
• Not always PH friendly AND deffo not commissioning friendly
• There is no secret set of terminology
• Often end up with long search strings but high exclusion
criteria…
• Take advantage of database functions – proximity searching
• Useful site: MESH on Demand:
https://meshb.nlm.nih.gov/MeSHonDemand

Exclusion Criteria is useful
- ‘want everything on’… No you don’t. Find out the question they
want answering.
- What terms *must* it have
- Limits – push for them – quality isn’t always applicable as it may
be an emerging evidence base
- Quality is a nice but is research relevant?
- Useful site - ISSG Filters: https://sites.google.com/a/york.ac.uk/issgsearch-filters-resource/home
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The answer may not be in traditional evidence. Again
relevance not excellence
What have others done (and is it evidence based)nothing new in LA commissioning
Often a wide search – but easy to screen out
Do they want the pieces to the answer – or the answer?
You are the experts in evidence –no matter the topic
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MOD – any MESH?
Pubvenn – Visualisation of search
Pubreminer – analysis of research points
Episot… what do HQ results reference?
Filters – some useful filters for all
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